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ABOUT SHALEIGH
ShaLeigh Comerford is an Irish & Native American dancer, choreographer and artistic director 
of ShaLeigh Dance Works in Durham, NC. She is a graduate of Hollins University with a Master’s 
degree in Visual and Performing Arts. She has been commissioned by Cambridge University, Keio 
University, Washington & Lee University, Cirque USA, North Carolina Museum of Art, Arts Access, 
Shannon Media Inc., Campaneria Ballet Company, Durham Ballet Theatre, Mill Mountain Theatre, 
Roanoke Ballet Theatre, Roanoke Children’s Theatre, Virginia Ballet Academy and City Modern 
Ensemble. Her choreography and commissions have been presented throughout the United States 
and abroad, most notably at Jazz at Lincoln Center, Judson Memorial, Dixon Place, Chen Dance 
Center, The American Dance Festival, Durham Performing Arts Center, Tokyo Wonder Site Shibuya, 
Keio University’s Noguchi Room, The Week of Foreign Female Dancers in Tokyo, Serendipity 
Gallery Berlin, The Ailey Citygroup Theatre, Washington and Lee University, The American Dance 
Guild, North Carolina Dance Festival, and The Flea Theater.

ShaLeigh began her formal dance training on scholarship with the Roanoke Ballet Theatre and the 
American Dance Festival and continued her training in NYC and at P.A.R.T.S in Brussels, Belgium. In 
addition, she was personally invited to train in the Gaga movement language with Ohad Naharin 
and the Batsheva Dance Company in Tel Aviv, Israel for their inaugural teacher training program. 
ShaLeigh apprenticed with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company and has performed 
with Keigwin & Company, Tina Croll & Company, the Dendy Dance Theater, Carolina Ballet, 
Martha Clarke, Rosie Herrera, as well as a restaging of Batsheva Dance Company’s Minus Sixteen 
and an Official Music Video for Blind by Christian Loffler. Comerford continues to perform and 
choreograph internationally and works as an independent director and creative consultant.

ShaLeigh is a recipient of the 2018 Ella Pratt Fountain Emerging Artist Award, the 2018-19 Mary 
Duke Biddle Foundation Grant Award, a showcased artist of DIDA’s 2014-15 & 2017-18 Seasons, 
and an awarded winner in the 2013 Tokyo Experimental Festival of Sound, Art & Performance to 
design a performance installation at the Institute of Contemporary Art and International Cultural 
Exchange. The performance installation toured to the Noguchi Room at Keio University (MITA) and 
Comerford was invited to perform at The Week of Foreign Female Dancers in Tokyo at Roppongi 
Stripe’s Space. Her contemporary choreography The Within was selected by the World Ballet 
Competition International to be featured alongside of Momix and several other award-winning 
dancers and choreographers in the 2014 Gala. While based in NYC, ShaLeigh was the recipient of 
Dance Theatre Workshop’s 2007 Creative Residency and was a featured choreographer at Chen 
Dance Center’s 2007 NewSteps.

Awards
Ella Fountain Pratt Emerging Artist Award (Durham, NC) 2018-19
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation Grant Award (Durham, NC) 2018-19
Durham Arts Council’s Facility Grant Award (Durham, NC) 2018 
World Ballet Competition Gala for Choreography [Orlando, FL] 2014
Awarded Winner of Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture (Tokyo, Japan) 2013
Semi Finalist of the UCI Dance Film Festival (Irvine, CA) 2004
Recipient of Mimi Babe Harris Arts Scholarship for The Crispolti Institute (Todi, Italy) 2003
Recipient of Janet McDonald Travel and Research Grant for Translation of Social Issues through 
Visual Languages (Roanoke, VA) 2003





THE COMPANY
ShaLeigh Comerford first founded her dance-theatre company, ShaLeigh Dance Works, with 
the premiere of returning at the 4th annual Greensboro Fringe Festival in 2005. Since receiving 
a standing ovation at their NYC debut at Judson Church in 2007, a whirlwind of performances 
launched ShaLeigh Dance Works into recognition as an emerging dance-theatre company. Their 
success has taken them from performances and creative residencies in NYC to Germany, England, 
Israel, and Japan. Since establishing Durham, NC as their home base in 2014, the company has 
celebrated multiple tours with the North Carolina Dance Festival, performing at the prestigious 
American Dance Festival with Here and Now: NC Dances, and presenting two evening length 
works as showcased artists of Durham Independent Dance Artists (DIDA). Their 2019 sold out 
performances of Bamboo Wind received standing ovations every night and critical acclaim.

Known for a diverse ensemble that consists of some of Durham’s most brilliant performers 
and creators ranging in genres from theatre, performance art, heels, drag, martial art, and 
contemporary ballet, SDW has had the privilege of receiving commissions, residencies and 
NYC tours since landing in NC. Their 2018 premiere of I Promise was listed by Byron Woods of 
criticalfragilistic.blogspot.com as one of “Five exceptional dances from 2017,” and their ADF Here 
and Now: NC Dances premiere of Dedicated to [ ] because of [ ] (and vice versa) was hailed by 
Kate Dobbs Ariail of CVNC.org as “a marvelous surprise … with its mix of Gaga-style freedom of 
movement and balletic elegance … well suited to the complex balance of dance theatre.”

Touring History
• The Rickhouse, Durham, NC 2019
• Gallery 202, Roanoke, VA 2019
• Carolina Performing Arts, Chapel Hill, NC 2019
• Anchorlight, Raleigh, NC 2019
• The Washington Duke Inn, Durham, NC 2019
• Ackland Art Museum, Chapel Hill, NC 2019
• The Cary Theatre, Cary, NC 2019
• DPAC, Durham, NC 2019The Fruit, Durham, NC 
January 2019
• Greensboro Project Space Gallery, Greensboro, 
NC November 2018
• BeBe Theatre, Asheville, NC Setpember 2018
• The Ritz, Raleigh, NC July 2018
• PSI Theatre, Durham, NC 2018
• Dixon Place, NYC 2018
• BOOM Festival, Charlotte, NC 2018
• DPAC, Durham, NC 2018
• North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, NC 2018
• Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University,
Durham, NC 2018
• Jazz at Lincoln Center, NYC 2018
• The Fruit, Durham, NC 2017
• Duke Energy Theatre, Charlotte, NC 2017
• Carolina Theatre, Durham, NC  2011, 2017
• American Dance Festival, Reynolds Theatre, 
Durham, NC 2015
• Community Arts Center, Wilmington, NC 2014

• Bob Carr Performing Arts Center, Orlando, FL 2014
• The Ailey Citygroup Theatre, NYC 2014
• Jones Auditorium, Raleigh, NC 2013
• Valborg Theater Boone, NC 2013
• Aycock Auditorium, Greensboro, NC 2013
• Robinson Hall, Charlotte, NC, 2013
• Roppongi Stripe’s Space, Tokyo, Japan 2013
• Noguchi Room, Keio University (MITA), Tokyo, 
Japan 2013
• Dance Film shown at Kaaitheater, Brussels, 
Belgium 2013
• PSI Theatre, Durham, NC 2013
• Cambridge University, Judith E Wilson, UK 2012
• National Centre for the Performing Arts, Beijing, 
China 2011
• Lenfest Center for the Arts, W & L University, 
Lexington, VA 2008, 2009, 2011
• Mulberry St Theater, NYC 2007
• American Dance Guild Performance Festival, 
Hudson Guild Theatre, NYC 2007
• The Flea Theater, NYC 2007
• Dance Theatre Workshop, NYC 2007
• Judson Church, NYC 2007

Upcoming
• The Fruit, Durham, NC 2019
• The Carolina Theatre, Durham, NC 2019





THE IN-BETWEEN
ShaLeigh Dance Work’s is excited to present their newest evening-length work The In-Between 
which will premiere in North Carolina in March 2020. Excerpts have received standing ovations and 
are slated for performances in NYC in January 2020.

The work ultimately explores the nature of social disruption and reframes frustration and 
diminishment as strength. Comerford and the dancers took a deep dive into researching how 
these textures press on the world and against each other. Through personal stories, pleasures, 
and challenges, the dancers move between multiple, layered identities. The work found its deeper 
universal themes for engagement crashing into convergences through a residency with Rosie 
Herrera, Artistic Director of Rosie Herrera Dance Theatre. Forged through performative gestures 
and vignettes, The In-Between encompasses the very real complexity of identity, feminism, race, 
and queerness as the embodiment of what it means to be human. The work charts bold new 
directions that displaces the confessional with the performative, and proposes social disruption as 
a natural antidote to identity itself.

The In-Between is choreographed and directed by ShaLeigh Comerford in collaboration with the 
dancers.

This work was selected to showcase with Booking Dance Festival at Jazz at Lincoln Center for APAP 
2020. Excerpts have been presented by Durham Magazine’s TASTE; Gallery 202’s Movement Art 
Gala (Roanoke, VA); Westgate Wine (Raleigh, NC); and Revolutionaries in the Dark (Durham, NC).

Estimated Run-Time of Excerpt: 15-20 minutes





DERIVATIONS
The film Derivations was first shown at the Kaaitheater in Brussels, Belgium where Rosas danst 
Rosas had its original 1983 premiere. Derivations was reimagined as a dance-theatre hybrid for the 
stage in 2019 and premiered at Carolina Performing Arts’ Re: Rosas UNC Library Takeover, an event 
celebrating the performance of Rosas danst Rosas as part of the Carolina Performing Arts season. 
The stage work builds on the minimalism of the original choreographic structures and movements 
while abstract moments from the company’s work Dedicated are layered within the repetition. The 
fierceness of these movements is countered by dancer Steven James Velez’s humanistic presence 
and responsive gestures. The script, co-written by Comerford and Richard Kirkwood, was pre-
recorded by Kirkwood and serves as a score to drive Velez’s movement. Inspired by the exhaustion 
and perseverance that come with the work’s original design, Comerford created an emotional 
tension that contrasts sharply with the rigorous structure of the choreography.

Derivations is choreographed and directed by ShaLeigh Comerford and is based on Rosas danst 
Rosas with original choreography by Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker.

Derivations Film Direction & Editing by Jon Haas. Spoken performance by Richard Kirkwood. Music 
by Mike Wall at soundFORMovement.com.

Re:Rosas! is a project by Rosas and fABULEUS and produced in association with Danspunt.

Estimated Run-Time: 10 minutes





E PLURIBUS UNUM II
E Pluribus Unum II is a dance inspired by collaboration and interpretation of the emotive 
architecture rooted in William Forsythe’s Improvisation Technologies. This work is the company’s 
first collaborative project with acclaimed soloist, international guest artist and former Forsythe 
dancer Elizabeth Corbett and builds from Comerford’s nine year relationship with Corbett as her 
teacher, choreographer and mentor.

International composer and pianist Alejandro Santoyo joined the company to compose an original 
score for the work while utilizing the composition developed from the movement’s organizational 
principles. Working collaboratively, Corbett, Comerford and Santoyo challenged the traditional 
distinction between choreographer, composer and dancer, using their methodology to question 
hierarchy, authorship and disciplinary boundaries. The twenty minute work is comprised of solos, 
duets and ensemble work.

E Pluribus Unum II is choreographed by Artistic Director ShaLeigh Comerford in collaboration with 
Elizabeth Corbett and ShaLeigh Dance Works’ Company members.

This work was supported in part by The Durham Arts Council’s 2018 Facility Grant Award.

Estimated Run Time: 20 minutes





DEAD MAN’S WALK
Dead Man’s Walk is an excerpt from I Promise, the company’s 2018 evening-length work which 
received a standing ovation on opening night! The physicality of the work is driven by the desire to 
rebel and fueled by Comerford’s vision to transform unspoken emotions into physical sensations. 
Although individuals momentarily emerge through solos, and relationships emerge through duets, 
the quartet dominates, revealing a tribal force pointing at humanity.

Dead Man’s Walk is choreographed by Artistic Director ShaLeigh Comerford in collaboration with 
the Company. Original compositions are by Mike Wall at soundFORMovement.

This work was selected to showcase with Booking Dance Festival at Jazz at Lincoln Center for 
APAP 2018. It was presented at Dixon Place in NYC with Under Exposed curated by Doug Post and 
selected for touring with the 2018-19 North Carolina Dance Festival. 

Estimated Run Time: 20 minutes



WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
“Compelling” and “Powerful”

Susan Broili Arts

“Comerford’s new ensemble work represented a significant development: a series of  uncertain 
encounters with the Other across international, intercultural & interpersonal borders, in response 

to the polarization that’s been turning us into “a nation of Others” since the 2016 elections. Its 
nuanced social metaphors and raw emotional realism reminded me of Pina Bausch.”

Byron Woods for criticalifragilistic.blogspot.com

“ShaLeigh Dance Works presented a 90-minute respite from daily anxiety …  and also offered a 
sense of hope that diverse peoples could peacefully co-exist. After this affirming work, the world 

outside seemed brighter even on a cloudy night when no stars could be seen. I felt a sense of 
peace and calm I had not experienced when I had first entered the performance space … Kudos 

to the cast … the production crew … and everyone else, including the donors, who made this 
powerful work possible.”

Susan Broili Arts

“Comerford’s vivid imagination is clearly on display throughout this thought-provoking new work.”
Byron Woods for indyweek.com

“A fresh, new dance group is quickly making upward progress on the Triangle scene … ShaLeigh 
is quickly becoming known in and out of Durham for its inclusive and adventurous programming. 

Comerford has assembled a group of dancers whose passion is refreshingly honest, and they 
clearly understand the emotional journey of the piece, a testament of their talents and Comerford’s 
control as a director. As its third production, the evening showed immense promise from ShaLeigh 

who … will no doubt make an influential mark on the wider arts scene.”
Jackson Cooper for CVNC.org

“Rousing group work.”
Michaela Dwyer for indyweek.com

“a marvelous surprise … Comerford’s dance language, with its mix of Gaga-style freedom of 
movement and balletic elegance, is well suited to the complex balance of dance theatre … but 
like any significant artwork … symbols and metaphors layer on themselves too thickly for such 

a simplistic description to do justice to the experience of its larger mystery. One hopes that 
Comerford will be able to stage this work again in the near future.”

Kate Dobbs Ariail for CVNC.org

“Beautifully danced and featuring choreography and movement so smooth as to be almost primal, 
this performance is sensual, engaging, and breathtakingly beautiful.”

Triangle Arts Review

“stark and inventive!”
The News & Observer



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ShaLeigh Dance Works creates engagement programs designed to empower marginalized 
populations and enrich our community, with a particular interest in social activism, individuals 
with special needs, and survivors of trauma. The company teaches weekly classes for movers with 
special needs, has offered multiple performances with mixed-ability movers, as well as participated 
in panel discussions on making dance inclusive and welcoming to people with disabilities. 
Their outreach initiatives aim to strengthen the well-being and vitality of the local community by 
providing access to movement opportunities that foster diversity and inclusivity.

ShaLeigh Dance Works currently offers weekly donation-based community classes, monthly 
workshops, and regular technique classes. When on tour, their performances can be accompanied 
by lectures, workshops, and classes that have been designed to deepen the thematic material 
of the work they have produced. The diversity of the company’s outreach initiatives has allowed 
them to expand how they contribute to their community at home. In addition to offering classes, 
they provided a platform for 2,000 community members by hosting Durham’s March for Our Lives 
and united community members in a dance Flash Mob as a vehicle for change. The Flash Mob 
has allowed them to connect with the greater movement communities bringing together schools, 
studios, companies and their friends and families. ShaLeigh Dance Works feels it is important to 
allow their efforts to meet the present needs they identify in their community. 



MASTER CLASSES
ShaLeigh Dance Works’ Repertory and Performance
Join the company experience in this workshop while learning excerpts of SDW’s repertory. This workshop will share 
methods employed by the company while creating several of their dance-theatre works. Artistic Director ShaLeigh 
Comerford will offer a sampling of how the company blends ballet, release technique, physical-theatre, contemporary 
partnering and ShaGa to compose and execute dynamic movement phrases. Participants will also enjoy discovering 
their own solo movement through the use of improvisational scores designed for the original creation process. Open 
to all skill levels; a dance or theatre background is not required.

Movement Research Lab
A series of two-hour sessions offering a somatic approach to movement research and providing an opportunity for a 
substantive peer exchange in a lab-type setting. The sessions are facilitated by ShaLeigh Comerford and grow out of 
ShaGa - her form of Somatic Movement Research, combining knowledge from her direct studies with Ohad Naharin 
(Gaga) and Gina Gibney (Community Action) while building on her Power of Identity through Movement thesis 
curriculum. These sessions will explore the embodiment of motion through guided exercises, improvisations and 
repetitive sequences that enable us to close the gap between thought and action. It is open to professional dancers, 
performers, actors, yogis and all who are interested developing a personal practice of expanding range potential and 
inhabitance. Each participant will create their own personal toolbox for application to their respective practices.

ShaGa
ShaGa is a guided movement practice based on the philosophy that what we do in the studio can affect our lives 
outside of it and that inhabiting our bodies allows us to more fully inhabit the world we live in. It is designed for 
all people of all abilities who want to connect to their passion to move and discover in a welcoming, accepting  
atmosphere. Evocative ideas and imagery create an improvisational playground that enhances increased sensitivity to 
our bodies while going beyond familiar limits and expanding our movement potential. As we allow our innate, inner 
rhythms, we experience freedom inside our movement and inside our minds while connecting our bodies to our 
imaginations. Class begins slowly and builds to continuous motion. The practice opens us up to more pleasure and the 
capacity to experience movement as a dynamic, healing force of vitality.





SHALEIGH DANCE WORKS
info@shaleighdanceworks.com
shaleighdanceworks.com


